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the bontan bundle of synths is a great price point but lets face it, it doesnt include anything from
the hugely popular enigma range of synths. however, for just under $60, you get a little over 30
sounds. in terms of versatility, the bundles plugins are compatible with all major daws, and the

included sounds are emulated on a number of analogue and digital equipment - so there are loads
of great options from vintage to modern. the default settings are very good, although the more
flexible plugin settings are a little obscure and will take a little playing around with to find the

settings youre after. our favourite in the top three is fsx strings. this is truly an all-encompassing
sampling instrument bundle with an incredible range of instruments, from the best to the most
obscure. there is something to suit every style. from guitar to string ensembles, brass to string

orchestrations, avant garde abstracts to spectacular percussion creations there is something for
everyone. the price point is a little high compared to the rest on the list, but at almost 30 total
instruments you get a lot of value for your money. and as with all the bundles on this list, the

possibilities are endless with fsx strings. digital performer has had a real renaissance in 2016, and
this bundle is no exception. you start with the synth-stomping nature of the kontakt 4 library, and
the plugin is delivered in a compact and uncompromising format ideal for a deep study of the core

functionality. each section then contains a range of samples from the 2nd life library (drum kits,
original soundscapes, guitars, basses, kick drums, vocal loops, etc.) to fine tune the sounds in your

daw to suit your needs.
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uvi are one of the leading companies
producing emulation plug-ins for the hi-end
market. and with a range of virtual analog

models and their true to hardware line-up, a
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resurgence of interest in instrument
emulations is understandable. v01 l z4a a617
modeler is a very recent addition to the uvi
family, and like uvi is one of the very best
z4mas on the market. its true to the sonic

qualities of the classic buchla 500 modeler, a
model heres considered to be one of the very
best oscillator designs ever built. uvi appear

to have taken the concept of a bundle of
plugin emulations of classic synths to its

logical conclusion, in terms of the sheer range
and quantity of the synth modules and

supplied presets. vintage vault 3 also comes
in at a very attractive price point, significantly

lower than combined cost of buying the
instruments individually. fortunately, any

concerns that there might be a catch in terms
of quality can be put aside: these plugins
sound great. from some really rare and

obscure machines to genuine classics, youre
spoiled for choice. even if you dont go far

beyond the supplied presets, theres enough
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material ad variety here to keep you
exploring for a long time. one of the most

important aspects of analogue synths is the
warmth of their sound, achieved by the

warmth of their oscillators and modules. this
feature is present in uvi z4a modelers

oscillators and modules. the approach to the
sounds is quite different: z4ma modeler 500

melodic, thick and powerful. circular ease is a
must-have plugin for any vst mastering suite!
there are two main functions of an equalizer.
the first is to extract certain frequencies from

a signal. in an audio mastering suite,
equalization is used to boost specific

frequencies and eq parameters are used to
achieve certain sound characteristics such as
clarity, power, punch, brightness, definition
and smoothness. circular ease is the best

solution for frequency extraction. 5ec8ef588b
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